What is the Data Cookbook?
The Data Cookbook is an online book to store information about Banner fields and WSU reports.

Who can use it?
All current WSU faculty or staff members have rights to login and view information within the Data Cookbook. No additional security requests are needed.

How do I login?
Go to weber.datacookbook.com and enter the same credentials that you use to login to weber.edu.

Where can I go to for more information?
There are regularly scheduled trainings in Training Tracker or you can see a list of individuals by area at weber.edu/data/datastewards. You can also email data@weber.edu.

WSU Data Site
weber.edu/data

WSU Data Governance Council
weber.edu/data/datagovernance

Other Brochures Available
weber.edu/data/brochures
I wonder if there is a report for that......

Search on a word such as “major” to see all WSU reports and dashboards that include that field.

What does THAT mean???

Have you ever looked at a field on a report and wondered what on earth it meant?

How are they getting THOSE numbers???

Sometimes numbers just don’t seem “right” and it would be helpful to know just what you are looking at.

WSU Data Cookbook

A Recipe Book for WSU

For years chef’s like Betty Crocker and Julia Child have helped new and experienced cooks alike understand the difference between a hard-boiled versus a poached egg and all the ingredients that go into a soufflé. Now WSU employees have one online book they can turn to for understanding the many Banner fields they work with and how those fields are used in reports the department utilizes.